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A Selective Rendering Method for Data
Visualization
By Wencheng Wang,* Enhua Wu and Nelson Max
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Selective visualization is a solution for visualizing data of large size and
dimensionality. In this paper a new method is proposed for effectively rendering
certain chosen parts among the full set of data in terms of a colour buffer, referred to
as the virtual plane, for storing intermediate results. By this method, scientists may
concentrate their attention on the contents of data in which they are interested.
Besides, the method could be easily integrated with all the current direct volume
rendering techniques, especially progressive reﬁnement methods and selective methods.
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The aim of scientific visualization is to give scientists a
great insight of scientific data by mapping the data into
intuitive images. In general, two main approaches are
employed: extraction of isosurfaces1 and direct volume
rendering. Extraction of isosurfaces may produce clear-cut
delineation of features, but the amount of information
presented in the image is restricted. Direct volume render-
ing may take advantage of the nature of semitransparency
in visualizing more volume contents, and in this method
all the voxels in the volume are capable of contributing to
the image. The methods for direct volume rendering can
be classified into two categories: ray casting2–8 and
projection.9–15 In the former method, colours of pixels are
calculated by shooting rays through the data volume, and
in the latter, cells are projected directly on to an image
plane and the colour at each pixel is obtained by accumu-
lating the colour effect of samples along a projection path.
So far a wide variety of techniques have been devel-
oped to support data exploration. However, as data are
rapidly growing in size and dimensionality, most present
techniques tend to become less usable, either because too
many data are involved in the display or because an
extensive search of a large data set is necessary to find
interesting regions. A conceptual solution to this problemv v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v
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displayed or to increase the information content of the
visualization. In this regard, various refinement and selec-
tive visualization methods have been proposed. For
instance, an octree structure has been utilized to progres-
sively render volumes,16–18 and methods for selectively
rendering particular features have been adopted for visu-
alizing the interesting parts of data.13,19–21 These methods
are very useful as they help scientists watch their interest-
ing contents quickly without wasting much time on the
parts of no interest. However, they generally require a
pre-identification of data features before rendering, and
re-rendering from scratch is in general required each time
the interesting part of data changes. This hinders scientists
from understanding the data quickly, as scientists seldom
know where the interesting part is within an unfamiliar
data volume and therefore much time has to be spent on
waiting for the images to be completely rendered.
In this paper we present a new selective visualization
method. By ‘selective’ we mean that a selection criterion is
applied to filter out interesting parts of the data for
rendering. Here our emphasis is on the rendering speed of
the selective part rather than on the selection creation
discussed in many publications. Previous experience16 has
shown that most (around three-quarters) of the calculation
in volume rendering lies in the work of sample interp-
olation and colour mapping. Aimed at efficiency pro-
motion in this respect, a 2D colour buffer, referred to as
the virtual plane,22 is proposed in our method to store the
intermediate results during the process of producing a*Correspondence to: Wencheng Wang, Laboratory of Computer Science,
Institute of Software, Academia Sinica, PO Box 8718, Beijing 100080,
China.
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work on sample interpolation and colour mapping can be
saved. Besides, the intermediate results produced in the
process could help scientists search for the interesting
parts.
It is well known that rendering a volume from various
positions and directions is very useful, and many inter-
active methods have been proposed23–25 in this respect.
However, as direct volume rendering is computationally
intensive, measures for reducing the number of voxels
involved in the computation have to be taken in these
methods for interactive operations. Obviously, such
measures will impede the comprehensive understanding of
the data as the amount of information presented is
correspondingly reduced. The method proposed in this
paper provides a new approach that is able to render what
is wanted among the full set of data. This is accomplished
by adjusting the transparency values of voxels to
highlight interesting parts for detailed analysis.
In the following section the formation and functions of
the virtual plane are introduced. Then we discuss three
tools working on the virtual plane for scientists to render
interesting parts. The integration of the method with
ray-casting and projection approaches is next described.
Finally, experimental results and conclusions are given.
Virtual Plane
The virtual plane was first proposed by the present authors
in Reference 22. It provides a new approach for colour
composition, the fundamental operation in direct volume
rendering. The method includes two steps. First, colours of
voxels are distributed over a 2D plane, referred to as the
virtual plane, along the viewing direction from front to
back. Then an image is produced by an operation on the
virtual plane using a compression frame. It works in detail
as described in the following procedure.
As we know, the method to composite colours at each
pixel is based on the principle of over operation as
presented in Reference 26. The operation runs as described
below.
Suppose a medium A overlaps a medium B along the
viewing direction. Then the colour composited is calcu-
lated through the formula
C=Ca*Oa+ (1Oa)*Ob*Cb (1)
Where Ca, Oa and Cb, Ob are the colour and opacity values
for the media A and B respectively.v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v
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lae for compositing colours at each pixel can be expressed
as15
Cacc= (1Oacc)*Cnew*Onew+Cacc (2)
Oacc= (1Oacc)*Onew+Oacc (3)
where Cnew and Onew are the colour and opacity of the
newly calculated sample at a particular pixel and Cacc and
Oacc are the accumulated colour and opacity of the pixel
along the projection path.
By recurrently using equations (2) and (3) n times, we
get the expression2
where Cj and Oj are the colour and opacity of the jth
sample along the accumulating path and C is the compos-
ited colour at the pixel (an example is shown in Figure 1).
In our approach a pixel is extended to a net of Ka*Ka
cells as illustrated in Figure 2. (Ka can be any integer
greater than unity. Generally the rendered image is finer if
Ka is larger.) Then, for the colour accumulation process as
illustrated in Figure 1, a transformation is made by
distributing colours along the viewing direction over the
Ka*Ka cells. During the distribution process, each cell can
be assigned a colour once. A brief description of the
process is given by the following steps.
 Initially all the cells of the net are set to zero (vacant).
 First distribute the colour of the first sample (C0, O0) onv v v v v v v v vFigure 1.v vFigure 2.v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v
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represented by SC (see Figure 2) a cell is given the
colour value C0 for every stp0 vacant cells traversed. As
a result, altogether Ka*Ka*O0 cells are given the colour
value C0 with a uniform distribution on the net after all
the cells have been traversed.
 Let stp1=1/O1 for the second sample (C1, O1). Traverse
the remaining Ka*Ka*(1O0) vacant cells from the
start along the same search path SC. A new vacant cell
is given the colour value C1 for every stp1 vacant cells
traversed. Consequently, altogether Ka*Ka*(1O0)*O1
cells are given the colour value C1 after all the vacant
cells have been traversed, and these newly assigned
cells are also distributed evenly on the net.
 The process is repeated until all n samples have been
processed or all Ka*Ka cells have been filled.
It is easy to prove that the above method for colour
composition is valid. Without loss of generality, suppose a
sample, say the (j+1)th one, has been processed. If we
divide the number of vacant cells left at that moment,
Ka*Ka*
j
i=0(1Oi), by the total number of cells, Ka*Ka,
the result ji=0(1Oi) can be derived. We notice that this
is the same as the value of the translucency after j+1
samples have been processed along the front-to-back path
using equations (2) and (3). Finally, after the last sample
(Cn, On) has been processed, Ka*Ka*On*
n1
i=0 (1Oi)
vacant cells are newly assigned the colour value Cn in a
uniform distribution.
Lastly, if we sum up the colour values of all cells on the
net and divide the summation by Ka*Ka, the result is then
derived as
Obviously, this is the same as equation (4).
The search path in the above procedure could be
different from that shown in Figure 2, but it makes no
difference as long as the net cells can be traversed
uniformly. In our approach, extending each pixel to a net
of Ka*Ka cells is equivalent to extending the screen plane
Ka*Ka times. We call the extended screen plane a virtual
plane. With the help of the virtual plane the colour
contribution of each sample along the traversal path for
each ray is then represented over a two-dimensional area.
In previous work22 we also proposed a method for
combining projection methods with this colour compos-
ition approach. Besides, we also proved that this combi-
nation could produce images of different sizes simply
by using various sizes of compression frames withoutv v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v
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as the colour-filling process can be executed in an
even fashion. Thus, by producing a series of images,
the computation is much less than in the conventional
technique using equations (2) and (3) directly.
Tools for Selective Rendering
From the discussion in the previous section we see that for
a voxel with its colour represented on the virtual plane an
operation may be directly made on it without disturbing
the voxels in front of it. Therefore selective parts can be
operated locally for rendering. Here three tools are intro-
duced to perform refinement, intensification and reduction
functions based on the virtual plane.
By ‘refinement’ we mean that some parts of the volume
(or the full volume) are further refined to reflect more
details of the data. ‘Intensification’ involves enhancing the
display of some parts in the rendered image to show more
clearly some particular feature or components. In contrast,
‘reduction’ allows one to weaken some effect or hide
certain components on some parts of the image.
According to the over operation, the magnitude for a
given component to show in a rendered image is
determined mainly by its opacity. Thus the functions
of refinement, intensification and reduction can be
realized through adjusting the opacities of voxels within
the data.
Refinement
Consider a given sample A on a traversing ray and
suppose its colour and opacity are CA and OA respect-
ively. Then, after the colour distribution of sample A
terminates, S*OA cells on the virtual plane will be assigned
the colour CA if the number of vacant cells left is S at that
moment.
Without loss of generality, suppose sample A is
replaced during the refinement by a series of samples
labelled from front to back as B1,B2,B3, . . ., Bi, with their
colours and opacities represented by CB1, OB1, CB2, OB2,
CB3, OB3, . . ., CBi, OBi respectively. Obviously, the com-
position results of colour and opacity of the new series of
samples should be roughly CA and OA respectively. In the
following we discuss the algorithm to calculate the results
of the refined samples, and the procedure for rendering the
refined image.v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v
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v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v vWhile sample B1 is processed, its step for colour
distribution is stpB1=1/OB1. Thus S*OB1 cells will be set
with the colour CB1, because S vacant cells were left before
sample A was processed. However, sample B1 can take
effect only in S*OA cells during the refinement; therefore
the step for B1 should be modified. Let the new step for B1
be newstpB1. We have
S*OB1=S*OA/newstpB1
newstpB1=OA/OB1=stpB1*OA
While sample B2 is processed, we have
(SS*OB1)*OB2= (S*OAS*OA/newstpB1)/newstpB2
newstpB2=stpB2*(OAOB1)(1OB1)
Similarly, we may derive newstpB3 for sample B3 and, in
general, newstpBi for sample Bi as
The derivation is as follows.
Suppose newstpBi1 for sample Bi1 is
Then, when sample Bi is processed, we should have the
equation
As it can be derived that
equation (6) can be written asv v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v
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From the above discussion we see that it is easy to
obtain the new steps, as the computation could
be conducted recursively. As for the refinement
procedure over the virtual plane, the work procedure
could be designed. The cells influenced by the original
sample are first set to vacant, then the new samples
distribute their colours one by one among these cells with
their steps newly modified. This operation is performed
only on the portion of the image in which users are
interested.
Intensification
Consider a given sample A on a traversing ray and
suppose its colour and opacity are CA and OA respect-
ively. Then, after the colour distribution of sample A
terminates, S*OA cells on the virtual plane will be assigned
the colour CA if the number of vacant cells left is S at that
moment.
To enhance the effectiveness of sample A, we change its
opacity to OnewA , a value greater than OA. Because the
number of vacant cells left is S while distributing CA,
S*OnewA (>S*OA) cells should be filled with the colour CA
to show the intensification. Apparently, the intensified
sample A has to occupy some extra cells that were
formerly filled by its following samples on the traversal
path. Suppose the following samples are B1, B2, . . ., Bi
from front to back, with colours and opacities CB1, OB1,
CB2, OB2, . . ., CBi, OBi respectively. For sample B1,
S*(1OA)*OB1 cells are filled with the colour CB1 before
sample A is intensified, but S*(1OnewA )*OB1 cells should
be filled after sample A is intensified. Thus sample A
should occupy the cells formerly owned by the sample B1
with a step
[S*(1OA)*OB1]/[S*(1OA)*OB1
S*(1OnewA )*OB1]= (1OA)/(O
new
A OA)
Similarly, the same step (1OA)/(O
new
A OA), inde-
pendent of Bj, is derived for sample A to occupy the cells
formerly owned by other samples Bj (j=0, 1, . . ., i).
Therefore intensification of sample A means occupying
some cells formerly possessed by its following samples inv v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v
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intensified sample A reflects over the virtual plane.
Reduction
Consider a given sample A on a traversing ray and
suppose its colour and opacity are CA and OA respect-
ively. Then, after the colour distribution of sample A
terminates, S*OA cells on the virtual plane will be assigned
the colour CA if the number of vacant cells left is S at that
moment.
To reduce the effectiveness of sample A, we change its
opacity to OnewA , a value less than OA. Because the number
of vacant cells left is S while distributing CA,
S*OnewA (<S*OA) cells will be assigned the colour CA after
the reduction. By a similar derivation as discussed for the
other two tools, the process to reduce sample A is realized
by distributing its colour CA among the S*OA cells, which
were originally filled with CA, by the step OA/O
new
A .
Obviously, the cells left empty owing to the reduction of
sample A will be filled by its following samples on the
traversal path. It is easy to prove that the steps for the
following samples to fill the emptied cells do not need to
be modified.
Application of Selective
Rendering Tools
Integration with Ray-casting Approach
For the front-to-back ray-casting approach the tools dis-
cussed in the previous section can be easily integrated,
except that each cell should record the sample that fills it.
Thus each ray can conveniently take finer samples to
composite colours by the refinement tool. Similarly,
through the intensification and reduction tools the
effect of samples can be intensified or decreased in the
casting rays.
However, in practice, intensification and reduction may
occur during a refinement process. If the accumulated
opacity of the refining samples decreases as compared
with that of the original sample, reduction is required after
the refinement. Otherwise, if the accumulated opacity of
the refining samples increases, the intensification operation
is necessary during the refinement.
Thus a parameter is required for recording the accumu-
lated opacity of the refining samples. As soon as the
parameter exceeds the opacity value of the original
sample, intensification takes place before the followingv v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v
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refining samples are processed.
To save computation, the operation of opacity accumu-
lation for all the refining samples may be made before the
refinement works.
Integration with Projection Approach
In the direct volume rendering by projection approach,
such as perspective splatting and irregular volume render-
ing, the projection areas of samples on the screen plane
may be of different sizes and overlap each other in a
complicated fashion. This would surely bring a lot
of difficulties in applying the tools. Fortunately, the
problem can be easily resolved by adopting a strategy for
designing the search path.
As we know, the virtual plane forms from the screen
plane by extension. Each pixel corresponds to a net of
Ka*Ka cells. Thus we may design the search path in such a
way that, in the influence area of the sample, it goes
through all cells corresponding to a certain pixel before it
enters cells related to other pixels. Therefore the tools for
selective rendering can be realized in a similar way to that
introduced in the previous subsection. This is illustrated
by an example in Figure 3. The grids formed by thin lines
represent cells on the virtual plane, while the grids formed
by thick lines express nets corresponding to pixels. The
polygon formed by broken lines represents the influence
area of a sample. The lines with arrows show the search
path.
Suppose a virtual plane is extended from the screen
plane with a pixel corresponding to a net of Ka*Ka cells.
Then, when designing the search path, we make the
assumption that a pixel corresponds to a net of Na*Na cells
with Na<Ka so that a high-resolution image can be
rendered without applying for extra storage. This is an
exclusive advantage of the projection approach.v vFigure 3.v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v
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Experimental Results
In the implementation of the proposed method a dynamic
screen technique27 is adopted to manage the virtual plane
by storing linking information in cells. Therefore vacant
cells can organize in links so that we can quickly know
where to start filling up cells. The data structure for cells is
Struct { char red, green, blue;
int object–num;
char class–id;
int nearx, neary;
int hindx, hindy;
} Virtual–cell;
In this data structure, red, green and blue refer to the colour
filling in the cell; object–num is for recording which sample
fills the cell; class–id expresses which classification the
sample belongs to; nearx and neary are co-ordinates of the
next cell that is also filled by the same sample along
the search path; hindx and hindy are the co-ordinates of the
first cell filled by the following sample of the current
sample.
To test the efficiency of the new method, the sample
buffer algorithm16 is also implemented for comparison.
This algorithm also provides the facility to visualize data
selectively. It uses a list of sample buffers to store the
intermediate results for each ray along its traversal path
through volumes. Its advantage is to be able to save much
time while producing a series of images in a refinement
process. However, as the interesting parts in data are
not definite, the merging operation of this algorithm is
abandoned. The data structure for its sample buffers is
struct Samplenode { char red, green, blue;
float opacity;
int object–num;
struct Samplenode*sptr;
} Samplenode;
In this structure, red, green and blue refer to the colour of the
sample occupying this node; opacity expresses the ratio for
the sample to occlude rays; and object_num denotes the
sample that occupies this node.
We tested a set of data of size 128*197*128 on a sloth
body. To facilitate the implementation of the ray-casting
approach, the data were compressed to the size
128*197*64 by averaging along a dimension prior to thev v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v
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compressed data to survey the data at first (step (a)). Then
the reduction tool is used to remove all materials except
the bone in the middle part of the body (step (b)). This is
followed by an intensification step (step (c)) to show the
detail of the heart. Finally (step (d)), the part in front of the
heart is refined to show the ribs by using the original data.
Figures 4(a)–4(d) were produced by the proposed method
and Figures 5(a)–5(d) by the sample buffer method. All
these images are rendered with shading in a parallel
ray-casting approach. The enlargement ratio is 8 by 8 for
setting up the virtual plane from the screen plane. The
statistics of the time (in seconds) required for each step on
an SGI Indigo2 workstation are listed in Table 1.
The experimental results show that the proposed
method is faster than the sample buffer method, especially
for refinement. This is because the sample buffer method
must conduct operations in 3D space though it saves the
intermediate results while producing a series of images,
and it also needs extra storage when new sample buffersv v vFigure 4.v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v
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it can operate directly on the interesting parts of the data
without traversing those at their front. Furthermore, the
iterative over operations along the accumulation path are
reduced in the proposed method, by employing the
compression operation on the virtual plane, and especially
it has no requirement for new storage in the refinement
process.
In this new method the virtual plane may demand much
storage space. Fortunately, by investigating the exper-
imental results, we know that, to produce images meeting
normal requirements, it is unnecessary to set up a veryv v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v v
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methods implemented. Suppose the set of data is of size
dx*dy*dz and each pixel casts a ray along the dz-direction
in a parallel way. Then the new method needs
dx*dy*rate*rate*sizeof(Virtual–cell) bytes, where rate is
the enlargement ratio for setting up the virtual plane.
As for the sample buffer method, it needs
dx*dy*dz*sizeof(Samplenode) bytes. The ratio between them
is 1·5*rate*rate/dz. In general, dz is not small and rate does
not need to be very large. Thus the proposed method
generally does not require more storage than the sample
buffer method.
Conclusion
Selective visualization is useful in dealing with data of
large size and dimensionality. A new method is proposed
to accelerate the rendering to the interesting parts of data.
By employing the virtual plane to store intermediate
results and executing much work on the virtual plane
instead of in 3D space, the new method can help scientists
to quickly visualize whatever they are interested in.
The new method can integrate with all the current
direct volume rendering techniques. In particular, when it
combines with progressive refinement methods and
selective methods, scientists can study data with high
efficiency.
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